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Abstract 
The lure of adaptation is fast becoming a trend in the video film industry with 

Nollywood not left out. This has seen a significant rise in the number of 

adaptations churned out by filmmakers in Nigeria in recent times couple with 

increase in film studies in the academia. Hence, this study seeks to accentuate the 

need for proper evaluation of these productions with the aim of ascertaining their 

claim to classification as adaptations or mere distortions. To this end, Dave 

Ibrahim’s Inikpi-Sacrifice of Redemption is examined within the framework of 

historical relationship between the audience and the literary/film texts as well as 

Kamilla Lee Denman’s explanation of Performative Criticism. The appraisal 

conclude that for filmmakers to avoid their effort being regarded as relevant in 

film adaptation scholarship, understanding of the material, the medium and 

proper application of skills in the process of adaptation must not be neglected. 
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Introduction 

Tracing Adaptation in history Ukachi Wachuku and Chisimdi Ihentuge opine that, 

 

As a matter of fact, film adaptation is not a new thing. It has been in 

existence from the inception of the film industry. A few years after the 

Lumière brothers produced a one-shot film of simple records of actual 

events, it became obvious that the motion picture had great potential as a 
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medium of storytelling. Hence, the urge to turn to other areas for 

subjects... As early as 1899, there was an attempt by biographers at 

adapting Shakespeare's King John. In that attempt, the essence was not to 

develop a continuous narrative; rather, unconnected scenes were loosely 

strung together. Yet, "the pleasure for the audience lay in witnessing a 

favourite scene from a popular work 'brought to life'"…Shakespeare is just 

one writer whose works have inspired several films. Many other notable 

writers have had their works adapted from the literary medium into film. 

These include Oscar Wilde, Thomas Hardy, Charles Dickens, Agatha 

Christie, Ian Fleming, Joseph Conrad, Graham Greene, George Orwell, 

Rudyard Kipling, D. H. Lawrence and more recently, J. K. Rowling of 

Harry Potter fame (123-124). 

 

Adaptation is as old as cinema itself and has over the years grown with the industry. Brian 

McFarlane agrees with this when he writes that, “As soon as the cinema began to see itself 

as a narrative entertainment, the idea of ransacking the novel--that already established 

repository of narrative fiction--for source material got underway, and the process has 

continued more or less unabated for ninety years” (7). This views is collaborated by 

Courtney Brannon thus: Adaptation has been around since the birth of cinema, but only in 

the past few decades have scholars focused seriously on adaptation theory. Though 

quickly becoming an established field, adaptation is still controversial among most 

scholars (1). However providing a widely and generally accepted definition for the practice 

has not been as easy as its growth. Haeck notes that, “Adaptation…is quite the complicated 

and often under-appreciated art form” (3). Canice Nwosu and Dickson Uchegbu in their 

study of Adaptation and Appropriation mentions that adaptation is really difficult to 

define. They infer that this is because the same word is used for both the process and the 

product (3). In this light, Anushiravani and Alinezhadi acknowledged Linda Hutcheon’s 

definition of Adaptation as “…repetition, but repetition without replacement” (74) 

meaning that adaptation works are different from the original/source text and in same 

vein, autonomous even though some resemblances and reverberations from the source 

material may exist therein. Adam Petros Gkikas concludes that adaptation is a dynamic 

balance between forms. This is in reference to MacCabe’s submission that, “Each 

adaptation allegorizes a conflict between film and novel forms, strongly anchored as it is 

in Bakhtins’s theory of novel, and responding as it does to something which is in the 

current intermedia air” (65). In addition, prolific author, David Mitchell opines that 

Adaptation is a form of translation. He narrates that,  
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…all acts of translation have to deal with untranslatable spots. Sometimes 

late at night I’ll get an email from a translator asking for permission to 

change a pun in one of my novels or to substitute an idiomatic phrase with 

something plainer. My response is usually the same. You are the one with 

the knowledge of the “into” language, so do what works. When asked 

whether I mind the changes made during the adaptation of Cloud Atlas, 

my response is similar: The filmmakers speak fluent film language, and 

they’ve done what works (as qtd. in Siddhant Kalra 2). 

 

This corroborates Linda Hutcheon’s definition of Adaptation as “…repetition, but 

repetition without replacement” in the sense that no matter how a work is adapted, not 

every area is affected in the process which makes it almost impossible for adaptations to 

totally replace the original work. Mitchel’s view rather position’s adaptation in a way that 

it serves as a means of transformation cum conversion. Nwosu and Uchegbu note that, 

“The importation of this term into the humanities accounts for the survival of variety of 

literary materials in the arts especially theatre” (3) 

 

Bring up a divergence of term, Muh Kayyis Ba adopts the word ecranisation.  Kayyis Ba 

asserts that, 

 

One phenomenon that occurs is a novel being filmed. There are most 

relevant terms in simplifying the mechanism and that it is ecranisation… 

ecranisation is white screening or transfer / removal of a novel into a film. 

The definition is based on the origin of the word, ecran, which means the 

screen. So, ecranisation intended as filming the novel. Nevertheless, 

within certain limits, according to the context of the spirit of the age, it is 

possible ecranisation terminology used also in a broader sense anymore 

such as changing the work of non-audiovisual form into an audiovisual 

work. The process ecranisation novel into a film could also be called a 

process of re-actualization of a written language format into the language 

of images and sounds (2) 

 

Broadening the scope of definitions, Samiha Maisha insists that photography is adaptation 

which has not been scratched research-wise. Maisha notes that, 

 

Photography as adaptation theoretically is still rather unexplored, so I 

shall be borrowing from theories of film adaptation. Both photography 

and videography use the same medium – camera. Hence, they share many 
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similar properties for which the theories are applicable for both too. 

Photography has no time dimension and is only a two dimensional, static 

space in its mode of expression. Therefore, as one is still and another is in 

motion there are certain differences too. However, they both possess 

certain qualities which mean film directors control the meaning or effect 

of scenes in film much in the same way photographers do. The camera is 

a tool that enables the manipulation of images and vision. Also the 

photographic image as its output, allows the viewer’s point of view as 

opposed to the static pattern of a viewer’s series of visuals in 

cinematography. Images are also open to incorporating a variety of scale 

and perspective…it really blurs the lines between creative and critical 

writing. However, that enabled me to produce something very original. 

In the postmodern time achieving something original is almost 

impossible, but this is a new perspective to originality itself (10). 

 

Inferring meaning from the above, one could define adaptation as manipulation of visions 

and images that allows the viewer to unearth other points of view of a subject as opposed 

to the already established order but Maria Stirbetiu offers that, 

 

Adaptation refers either to the act of adapting, to the state of being 

adapted, or the result produced by the adaptation of something. In film, 

adaptation is seen as the process of adapting a book or a play unto screen. 

A common form of film adaptation is the use of a novel as the basis of a 

feature film, but film adaptation includes the use of non-fictions, 

autobiography, comic books, scripture, plays and even other films. From 

the earliest days of cinema, adaptation has been nearly as common as the 

development of original screenplays. Adaptation may certainly be seen as 

“an interpretation, involving at least one person’s reading of a text, choices 

about what elements to transfer, and decisions about how to actualize 

these elements in a medium of image and sound (492) 

 

However, in holistic but simple way, Ramrao defines film adaptation as “the process of 

transformation of a literary text into a film” (155). Anchoring on Ramrao view point and 

preceding submissions, this study therefore defines Adaptation as the art of reliving, 

recreating or retelling a written narrative through an audio visual means that conveys 

meaning to the audience. It could further be simplified as the art of giving live to a written 

narrative or even already existing films through the application of appropriate pictures, 

sound and effects in a filmic format.  
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In addition, Thomas Bass attempt at classifying adaptation based on Dudley Andrew’s 

theory posits three modes of adaptation namely; Borrowing, Intersection and Fidelity of 

Transformation. He notes that the ‘borrowing’ adaptation extensively employs materials, 

ideas and forms of prior existing text that has been adjourned to be generally successful 

with the aim of building off the prestige of the original text. Biblical story films are 

examples of this. On the other hand, the ‘intersecting’ adaptation preserves the uniqueness 

of the original text to the point that such attribute is intentionally left unassimilated in the 

adaptation while the Fidelity of Transformation is encumbered with the task of 

reproducing in cinema//film something essential or vital about the original source text. 

Adaptations in this category aim at measuring up to the literary text which many times is 

based on the expectation of the audience who do not shy away from making comparisons 

(31-32). 

 

It is based on the above submissions that this study intents to examine the transformation 

of Emmy Idegu’s The Legendary Inikpi into Inikpi-Sacrifice of Redemption as directed by Dave 

Ibrahim with the view having a scholarly determination of the production as either an 

adaptation or distortion. To achieve this, the evaluation is hinged on Ileana Jitaru’s concept 

of relational history of literature/film text and the audience. 

 

Ileana Jitaru reiterates the need for critics of adaptation to identify and examine the 

historical relationship between the audience and the literary/film texts. Jitaru submits that, 

 

 Another important aspect in the study of adaptation would lie in the 

historical relationship between the audience and the literary/cinematic 

text. This desire or/and trend to recapture certain frames of the past is not 

necessarily a new thing and this desire comes from the awareness of 

scriptwriters, producers, directors concerning the taste and interest of the 

collective mind in a certain time-point in history, and is identified as a 

moment of acute longing where the crave for images of the past, even seen 

through the lenses of adaptations “are all symptomatic of the condition of 

the national psyche which is shedding layers of modernity and reverting 

to its own past tones under the stress of contemporary economic, political 

and social crisis” ... It can be inferred from the above that a perspective of 

the past which certain adaptations foreground opens a critical perspective 

of a historical event, in which the issue of fidelity and historical 

verisimilitude may be irrelevant given the realism of event revisited on 

screen, and allows a criticism of the ideology as a dominant shaping force 

in the production of popular adaptations (2). 
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Consequently, where a critic fails to evaluate the attachment of the production in view of 

the above, such critic is subject to being confined to the prevailing argument of fidelity 

rather the ideological framework guiding the work. However, to arrive at some 

conclusions, the study also relies on Kamilla Lee Denman’s explanation of Performative 

Criticism in the process of the evaluation. 

On Performative Criticism, Kamilla Lee Denman is of the view that critics should look at 

adaptation as a ‘tin-opener’ to intrinsic analysis of deeper meaning of content. He notes 

that cinema is not just a medium of entertainment alone rather an appropriate medium for 

critical discourse. Using the term ‘Performative Criticism’ Denman critically explains film 

adaptation as  

 

…a fictional response to the novel on which it is based. Performative 

criticism in any mode-oral, visual, theatrical, musical, balletic, or filmic- 

provides a multi-faceted fictional response to a work of fiction that is not 

only an aesthetic production but a work of interpretation with layers that 

can be sensibly, emotionally, psychologically and intellectually 

apprehended… the film adaptation opens issues for analysis that might 

not be noticed through other methodologies (55) 

Thus, repositioning film adaptations from being subjects of criticism to materials or 

facilitators of criticism. 

 

Emmy Idegu’s The Legendary Inikpi (The Play) 

Idegu presents an Igala kingdom whose sovereignty, peace and existence is threatened as 

a result of the misdemeanor of her warriors who engaged in an amorous venture while on 

assignment in a foreign land. To avert the impending doom, there is dare need for a human 

sacrifice which be the Princess of the kingdom. The subsisting dilemma of ‘to be or not’ is 

however overcome by the submission of Princess Inikpi to the dictates of the deity of the 

land thereby salvaging the kingdom at the expense of her life. 

 

Dave Ibrahim’s Inikpi – Sacrifice of Redemption (The Film) 

As directed by Dave Ibrahim, in a multi-set cum single plot filmic depiction of the legend 

of Inikpi, he employs a narrative decoy that flashes back to the events of the past where a 

kingdom is plunged into a state of quagmire which emanates from a wrong delivery by 

emissaries to a superior kingdom. This attracts threats of wars preceded by kidnaping of 

maidens by the opposing cum superior kingdom. An inquest on the fate of the kingdom 

in the event of war reveals doom which would only be averted through a human sacrifice. 
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This sacrifice the oracle insist must be Princess Inikpi. Despite King Attah’s reluctance, 

Inikpi offers to be sacrificed. Thus, ensuring a resounding victory for the kingdom over 

their traitors. The video film has Winifred Agada as Inipki, Jacob Idih as Attah, Simeon 

Omale as the Priest, Otopka Olofu as the Enemy King among other casts; Set in a remote 

part of Kogi state, the video film as produced by Matthew Adejo Solomon in 2013. 

 

The Appraisal 

Analyzing the interface between literature and film, Jennifer Oey observes that the 

director’s source of material for film is only a pretext, which provides catalysts from which 

he makes scenes using his own preoccupations to produce a radically new work (10) 

meaning that, “The screenplay is often referred to as a ‘blueprint’…” (9). Hence, these 

preoccupations can be explained as his concerns about the source material which prompts 

his engagement with such venture. Reading through the play text, it can be easily deduce 

that Idegu’s intent for the work was clearly implicit. By nurturing the idea and bringing 

same to the reality by re-enacting the Igala-Bini war of about 1515-1516 AD, Idegu depicts 

an attempt at not only whole-heartedly glorifying tradition but as it were, ‘rehistoricizing’ 

history through a conscious act of giving the Inikpi case a prominent place; doing so in a 

special virgin way as never done before (Idegu, 2-3). On the other hand, Ibrahim’s attempt 

at adapting this same history when closely evaluated from the perspective of why 

adaptation is ventured into, remains suspect. Worthy of note is that adaptation of this 

manner would have been a novel idea, the director’s engagement of the idea from 

subsequent submissions below, rather than upgrade the laudable work of Idegu largely 

de-historicized cum devalued the intended effect.  

 

Emmy Idegu’s engages a multi-thematic cum story approach which initially introduces 

the general make-up of the Igala people, whose existence and daily life forms the 

background of the plot. In doing so, he hinges his narration on the Atta Igala from whom 

other aspects of the people’s life are revealed. Thus, projecting Ayegba as the character that 

embodies the totality of the plot. All other characters were subsumed in his and therefore 

developed based on his personality, actions and reactions. From Ayegba’s life and his 

detailed attention to communal living, it can be deduced that the people were 

predominantly farmers with challenges such as family disputes emanating from infertility 

which is reported to him. In all, the multi-thematic cum story approach did not deviate 

from the rural/traditional setting.  The film deviates with the director sticking to a 

unidirectional thematic cum story line with concentration on the development of the 

causes and outcomes of the dispute between the Igalas and the other kingdom. The 

director also chooses to move his narrative from the urban to rural/tradition and then back 

urban through the instrumentality of flashback. The film begins in a high institution or 
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university setting, then moves to the village and comes to the high institution to end. 

Under Perdiakaki’s illustration of the Descriptive/Comparative approach to the study of 

adaptation, this would be categorized under Modification through alterations (245).  

However, it appears to be addressed as distortions in the light of the film text under study 

because of its resultant effects on the entire production. These distortions which could be 

regarded as dare attempts at creativity by the filmmaker is commendable but were 

inappropriately done without a holistic consideration of the central thrust of the source 

material.   At this point, the filmmaker in this regard douses the expectation of the film 

audience, with no significant impact on improving reception of the story by the audience. 

As much as the focus of the filmmaker is to come out with something a little different form 

the source text, it does not make for alter elimination of the theatrical base of the source 

material. In this case, whereas the play text ends with Inikpi saying, 

 

My people, my people, the Igala people, I am Inikpi Oma Ufedo Baba 

calling. Listen to the voice of the one who died to give you life. I am not 

happy. My soul is troubled and the ancestors and gods of the land are 

aggrieved. Is this the same land I died to redeem? Are you the same people 

for whose sake I suffered to death? Over here where I talk from, we are 

aggrieved. Why is there division in the land I died to unite? Why do you 

kill one another when I died to give you life. Tell me, why these 

unnecessary envy, jealousy and hatred between my people for whose 

peace I suffered untold pains? The traditions during which I gave my life 

for the people was a positive one. A selfless one. A loving saving one. 

What do you have today oh yea leaders of the people’s tradition? ... 

(Idegu, 45) 

 

The film in relation to the above, holds no strong moral on its own at the end which is 

traceable to unnecessary distortions by the director. Still on the distortions occasioned by 

a misdirected creativity, the playwright vividly mentions the tribe in opposition to the 

Igala kingdom but the filmmaker refuses to do so rather opting to present a nameless 

kingdom as the opposition. This trivializes the historical value of the plot and thus tilts 

wholly towards the economic purpose of adaptation is centred on money making; better 

explained by the knowledge of the undisputed legendary status of Inikpi to the Igalas. Any 

film that bears the title or little semblance of her story would at worst break even in the 

film market in that locality and among die-hard students/lovers of history in general. 

Another perspective of the director’s decision to totally expunge the name of the Kingdom 

in opposition to the Igala is occupational politics. This is evident in almost every sector of 

a country with heterogeneous ethnicity like Nigeria with Nollywood not excluded from 
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this. Probably, an attempt by the filmmaker to toe the part of Idegu by stating the name of 

the other tribe may in the long run hamper the acceptability of his person and that of his 

subsequent works by persons of Benin extraction which foreshadows a possible threat to 

the growth of his budding career as a filmmaker. Alluding to this, Phillips asserts that, 

“There are limits to what filmmakers can show. Various factor restrict their choice of 

subjects and then the scope, depth, and manner in which subjects are shown. Two such 

powerful influences on how texts represent their subjects are social and political attitudes” 

(441). This indicates that the director lacks the directorial personae to take on a demanding 

project as historical adaptation and thus, flaws to a large extent his stake for reference as 

an adapter to be reckoned with respect to properly managing ideological framework of 

source materials. 

 

In addition, the filmmaker’s deviation in narrative style from that the literature added 

almost nothing to the output of the work of adaptation. His choice to multi-set the plot in 

the modern and past whereby the scene at the high institution ushers in the main narrative 

that was set in a remote village and as well plays same role at the end, could by means be 

associated to pursuance of creativity in storytelling but a mere prologue and epilogue 

approach. Idegu’s vivid use of vernacular words side by side their English equivalents 

helped to situate/locate the play in within a particular setting which “…often indicate place 

and time” (16).  The filmmaker’s determination of location and time in his cinematic 

narrative leaves much to be desired. Locations of scenes depicts hurriedly prepared ones 

as attention to details was not on the consciousness of the director. Faulty settings inhibited 

clarity in determination of location and time. A clear example is the assumed market place 

where warriors of the opposing kingdom attacked the Igalas. It was just but a mere bush 

and would have taken the audience ages to decipher and even relate the setting to a market 

scene. This particular setting was in no way different from the bush were the final battle 

between the two kingdoms took place. The director’s ability to engage his creative license 

in selection of materials and arrangement of same which would have formed the fulcrum 

of his form of expressing a clear setting is therefore in doubt.  

 

The mise-en-scene of the film depicts a hastily organized pattern as it negates almost all 

the rules of mise-en-scene in film production. Barsam and Mohana are of the view that a 

movie’s mise-en-scene subtly influences our mood as we watch, much as the décor, 

lighting, settings and sounds can influence our response to a real life situation (172). 

Lighting defects in the scenes where Inikpi displays the royal gift from her father to her 

sister coupled with darkened non-recognizable faces of the casts when the Atta Igala 

addressed Inikpi before his cabinet chiefs exemplifies this point. Gerald Millerson ascerts 

that,  
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Lighting involves a lot more than simply having enough illumination 

around to let camera see what is going on. Light influences what your 

subjects look like, how people feel about what they see, what attracts their 

attention. So we need to think about not only where we put our lamp, but 

the sort of light we are getting from them and how all this affects the 

quality of our pictures (75) 

 

Ibrahim’s narration from the very beginning at the Palace of Atta, showcased very many 

empty spaces which were not created out of cinematographic crafting but majorly a failure 

in the mastery of the ‘rule of thirds’ in conventional screen composition. Lacey opines that, 

“conventional composition utilizes the ‘rule of third’ which breaks the frame, either 

vertically or horizontally, into – surprise! – three. So a shot of the Sea would place the 

horizon either two-thirds or one-third of the way up the screen” (24). Even though the 

director may not take full responsibility of this flaw, because the contribution of the 

cinematographer in this regard cannot be de-emphasized as Anyira and Joe submit that, 

“the cinematographer is not just a docile part of the baggage of a director’s crew but rather 

an individual whose contribution to the entire process cannot and should never be de-

emphasized” (349-350). The inept cinematographic synergy of the director and the 

cinematographer further heightened the flaws of the adaptation.  

 

Positives can be drawn from the filmmaker’s application of special effects in the narration 

of the Inikpi story by the director. Admittedly, the story accommodates some tints of 

magical realism with scenes such as the disappearance of Atama after granting audience 

to Inikpi in the forest and the endowment of power from the female custodians of power 

unto the opposing kingdom’s warriors which the filmmaker executes with precise 

expertise. 

 

Thoughts from the Appraisal for Future Adaptations 

Dave Ibrahim’s attempt at adapting Idegu’s work was flawed because he failed to 

understand the historical base of the material that formed his adaptation. This could be 

traceable to an inept understanding of the material, the medium and proper application of 

skills in the process of adaptation. Wachuku and Ihentuge while corroborating with 

Yerima and Berman suggest that to successfully deal with this, filmmakers engaging in 

adaptation,  

 

…should bear in mind that fidelity in adaptation is to the spirit, and not 

to the letter, neither is it to structure nor to dialogue. These are matters of 

technique, and technique depends on medium…“skill and accurate 
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measurement of what to discard or include in order to achieve a good 

adaptation” is required. When these factors are taken into account and the 

adaptation inventively executed- “when the technical skills of perspective, 

focus, and emphasis are handled with skill” – it will then be possible for 

such a work “to offer what is at once an aesthetic and educational 

experience”… (137-138). 

 

Furthermore the filmmaker’s failure emanates from a clear depiction of low budget for the 

production which is obvious on the quality of virtually every aspect of what the screen-

product offers to the audience. Costuming is stale, maladroit location, cinematographic 

malady, disoriented screenplay and other technical irregularities typified an underscoring 

attempt at adapting the play text into film. Considering the earlier submission that film 

adaptation ensures the survival of literary materials in addition to bring them into modes 

that are in tandem with modern sensibilities, then Dave Ibrahim’s venture falls short of 

this thus, effectively robbing his work theoretically and practically of any claim of 

adaptation in this regard. Secondly, his efforts contradicts Kamilla Lee Denman’s 

evaluation of film as not just a medium for entertainment alone but also an appropriate 

medium for critical discourse (55). 

 

 Forthwith, it is highly suggested that there be a collaboration between the academia and 

the practitioners with regards to adaptation. Why? The Nigeria setting posit a scenario that 

makes the academia armed with required knowledge and understanding of the rudiments 

and approaches while the filmmakers have the necessary equipment to achieve world class 

adaptations where authorship attribution will be clearly undisputed. 

 

In addition, Thomas Leitch suggests that filmmakers who intend to come out with 

successful adaptations should painstakingly employ and apply Cahir’s submission for 

improved adaptation. Cahir notes that first, film adaptation must communicate definite 

ideas concerning the integral meaning and value of the literary text while being interpreted 

by the filmmaker. Second, film adaptations must as a matter of necessity exhibit a 

collaboration of filmmaking skills and also showcase an audacity to create a film that 

stands as a world apart from the text, while exploring the source material in a way that a 

“a self-reliant, but related, aesthetic offspring is born”. In addition, Cahir advocates that 

the film should not be “so self-governing as to be completely independent or antithetical 

to the source material” (70). Thus, guiding the adapter away from efforts that scholarly 

considered as mere distortions. 
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